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Please include:

1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: 
	0: Kansas has made substantial progress in closing the digital divide. However, some areas of rural Sedgwick County continue to suffer from slow or spotty broadband access. These underserved areas do not have enough potential customers to entice internet service providers to build fiber to the home. Moreover, other solutions such as fixed wireless are not an option due to the terrain. This leaves these residents in an internet dead zone.Fast broadband is no longer a luxury or a convenient service. It has become a core utility that residents, businesses, students and institutions depend on for daily living. Underserved areas in Sedgwick County and across Kansas will continue to be overlooked without substantial grant funding..This project will bring fiber optic broadband infrastructure to 99 premises across two separate areas of Sedgwick County that lack reliable 25/3 service levels, bringing each premise the capacity for a symmetrical 1Gbps service level. Both of the proposed areas are outside of city limits and have residents that rely on yesterday’s DSL, wireless, and satellite technology to eke out the most basic level of internet service. 
	1: Counties: Sedgwick CountyPartners: Surveys from more than 35 residents, legislators in each areaProposed service areas: MacArthur Road and 135th Street - Area southeast of Goddard that covers 94 premisesW 23rd St S and S 247th St W - Area east of Garden Plain that covers 5 premisesAnticipated improvements: We will build fiber to bring service levels up from speeds as low as 4.08Mbps to 1Gbps symmetrical. The infrastructure will be scalable for even greater speeds as bandwidth needs grow. 

	Text1: 
	1: Total premises passed: 99Businesses: 2Infrastructure improvements will take these areas from DSL, wireless, and satellite service to fully fiber optic service. 
	0: The goal of this project is to bring reliable, scalable, fiber-optic infrastructure to an area that lacks basic broadband. Residents in these areas have reached out to Ideatek in the past with requests for service. Survey and speed test data from residents is provided to demonstrate the need. Despite the great need, the sparsely populated nature of these areas have made it impossible to create a viable business case for expansion. The BAG opportunity can remedy this challenge.

	Text2: Short-term: Ideatek will hire contractors to complete the build, putting to work Kansas-based employees.  Fiber will provide residents in these areas the opportunity to efficiently work remotely, access telehealth or attend classes virtually. Long-term: Communities with fiber infrastructure are more attractive to new residents. Spurring growth in rural areas is a goal and possibility when superior broadband is available for households and businesses. 


